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IWES
Multi~Interdimensional
Water~Energizing System IWES
Today the well-known osmosis and filter
systems are available for purchase, which
are predominant on the market at the
moment. Some people believe, when they
filter their water first and then treat it
with some crystals, they will get
sufficiently healthy water.
But this is not treu. Water that has been filtered or treated with osmosis will neither
become sufficiently energized afterwards, nor valu(e)able for the body. The tap
water today contains only 2,5% right-spinning energy, but man needs approximately
5% for his daily nutrition. Neither by filtering now through osmosis will the rightspinning energy get enhanced.
Now the issue itself: Energizing
When you treat water with osmosis or filter it before drinking, nothing will be left in
the water which constitues the natural condition. You could say that the result is
„dead or empty“ water. If you now try to energize it, you will not get alive water
from dead water again. The same would happen to us as complete beings:
1. With filtering you do not erase the „memory“ (information) of the water
2. With filtering you will not erase the partial left-spin of the water
3. With filtering you will not achieve a change in crystallization (generating of
clusters)
4. All information of toxins, heavy metals, hormones etc. are still contained in the
water multidimensionally, for our body even more dimensions exist
But these are important characteristics to get alive water.
If you now enhance the energy of the water with crystals, this may work partially,
but you will also intensify the negative characteristics and in addition to dead water
you will now get an increase of the left-spin, of the memory and last but not least of
the faulty crystallization as well. Crystals are a philosophy for themselves, which no
one really knows and understands. From our experience on should be well versed and
be capable of communicating with them. They are individual like human beings and
every crystal has different needs for their clearing. From our point of view they
belong back into earth after direct contact with human beings or water and should
not be displayed anywhere. In the past crystals have been used to absorb dark
energies and who can guarantee which crystals are free from these? Also it is quite
common that merchants wrap the crystals in newspaper. They are getting
programmed thereby.
Frequently asked questions about energized water are also: how strong is the
information and how long does it last? Some also believe, that the water becomes
better by incantation or the flower of life and others have a mechanical swirl in their
household. This can surely help short term, but after hours up to 2-3 days maximum,
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the water collapses into it´s former condition again, also within the body.
Our IWES energizing system sets the water back to it´s natural energetic condition.
Only like this the body will be supplied with the valu(e)able energies and natural
information, that it needs daily and urgently. The cells of our physical body can be
renewed, regenerated and newly programmed. Our IWES will help you with this…all
returns to the original matrix, multidimensional up to the 24.dimension.
Prevention becomes more and more important to maintain health in daily life. Our
way of living is increasingly characterized by unhealthy incidents. This happens in the
place of work and also at home and is a result of the modern eating habits as well as
our modern technology. Because of the industrialization and the resulting
exploitation of earth and men many issues have been decided to the disadvantage of
health in the last decades. Therefore it has become even more important to act
preventively.
We have developed a simple but ingenious system, which is affordable and lastingly
provides effective prevention without side effects. You may ask yourself, what do I
have to do for it? You only have to drink between 1-2 liter energized water daily
preferably at room temperature. This sounds simply, but will I be able to really bring
something about? The human body consist of 80% of water minimum. Therefore
good and energy-rich water is so important for the daily nutrition. Our contemporary
drinking mainly comes from the tap or is bought in the supermarket. For the tap
water laws regulating cleanliness, the drinking water act, applies. It regulates clearly
which molecules (over 2.000 substances of content are known by now) are permitted
to be contained and which ones are prohibited to keep the water clean and healthy.
But is this really true? Also for the water from the supermarket laws apply, that are
made to ensure that the bottled water, mostly carbonated is supposedly good. People
nowadays spend a lot of money to get good water. For this purpose specially treated
water is offered that costs a multiple amount of normal water. One should bring into
awareness that the bottled water has a best before date of minimum 2 years mostly.
By which “ingredients/ procedures“ has it been preserved? There is no legal
regulation for this preservation.
Some already more conscious people buy specialized filter systems, that allegedly
remove many harmful substances (more than 2000 are known) from the water?
Accumulated in the filter these substances then transfer the complete information to
the running through water as long as one does not change the filter every 3 days.
Meanwhile the market is full of all kinds of waters and technical equipment, that is
supposed to improve the water quality. The only problem is that water is an hidden
memory of information.
As a layperson one can only decide whether water is dimmish or clean and clear.
Besides one can decide if it tastes good or not when drinking. But when one goes
deeper into the topic, one can see that there are no distinct or standardized
parameters for the production of drinking water, except for the respective drinking
water acts. Fact is, that water has been highly underestimated until now. Even
experts and doctors have not established distinct guidelines for nutrition up to now,
because even these people are unable to cope with advice about the „right“ water.
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Even though we consist of more than 70% of water und therefore water is the most
important component of our bodies.
So whom can you ask, when nobody has given a clear statement about high quality water up
to now? Hence we would like suggest a few guidelines:

-

-

-

!

Water is an electromagnetic carrier of energy. The amount of energy is
important for the wellbeing and health of humans. Every human needs at least
6500 Bovis-units daily to stay healthy. Today´s drinking water contains only
about 2500 energy units.
Water is a carrier of different additives like calcium carbonate, hormons,
residues of pharmaceuticals, chlorine, pesticides, nitrate, heavy metals, which
are partially absorbed from the soil during percolation and are just revolved in
the water works. The bigger part remains in the drinking water and is taken in
with consumption.
Water is building clusters (ice crystals), that can give evidence about the purity
and quality when you freeze it. The worse the building of crystals, the worse
the quality. (jap. Wissenschaftler Dr. Masaru Emoto)
Water has a memory, it memorizes information like a harddrive and keeps it
until it is deleted or programmed otherwise. This memory is the main problem
with contaminated water. Even if you filter the water and get allegedly clean
water, the information of bad water is still there and when you drink it this
information will be memorized in the brain and all cells.

From our point of view these are roughly the most important parameters and all
technical equipment or qualities of water should measured by these criteria. Boiling
the water is the easiest method to make water drinkable. Through boiling some germs
and bacteria will be destroyed, but not the information that is memorized by the
water. Besides the energy will not be raised, it rather decreases.
By using very costly filter equipment you can free the water from toxines and germs,
but the information of these substances, which have been contained in the water
before, will not be erased (water is a vast memory of information). Also the lack of
energy will not be raised by filtering. The water bought in bottles is neither supplied
with energy, nor the contained harmful substances have been diverted. The carbonic
acid merely defends more bacteria, because it actually has a slightly poisonous effect
and causes hyperacidity of the body as well. The harmful information remains within.
The plastic bottle releases some additional plasticizer (chemicals) into the water.
The water from the tap is perhaps filtered, but not supplied with energy sufficiently,
respectively the information remains. With installation of the IWES system we
provide the following benefits:
-

The water is enriched with energy, which makes up to 80% of the maximum
amount depending on the applied system.
The negative information contained in tap water are erased and completely reprogrammed, so it can re-establish it´s natural condition (100% right-spin)
The additives like calcium carbonate, germs and bacteria and toxins are
transformed by the system and „informatively upgraded“ for example calcium
carbonate becomes calcium, left-spinning germs and bacteria are neutralized,
all „positive“ germs and bacteria are sustained.
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-

The building of clusters (pearling) is Die Clusterbildung (Perlung) is
outstanding and correlates with drinking water of the highest quality and
excellence.
- This means, you get very good quality of water from your tap and you can draw
your drinking water for free every day. It tastes sweet and energized, protects
your house in a radius of 500m and therefore reduces all harmful radiation
(Mobile phone, WiFi etc.).
- We can now look back on many years of satisfied customers, some are so
happy to claim they have discovered a mountain well within their house and
call it their own crystal water…
- There are no additional costs for maintenance. The facility works
maintenance-free and can be installed anywhere by anyone without any cost
for installation. The energies Die Energien adjust dynamically to the
continuously raising frequencies of the earth.
All water (as well as air and matter) is energized with the IWES system.
Due to the spiritual-emotional programming, energy from the grid-lines/ energy
fields of the earth is continuously „radiates“ into the water by the IWES bar and
therefore energized according to the programming. Also IWES is a dynamic system
which permanently adjusts to the earth and it´s magnetic field. This means IWES is
intelligent. There are rarely similar systems on the market and if so, they are available
at very high cost only. Our aim is that everyone can afford this precious water, to
become a gift for the environment and the new earth. Because when IWESwastewater runs back into the waterworks or to nature, it take effect like a high
potency right-spin and here also works deep into the origin of the cells.
All is energy~frequency. Some have a higher~faster vibration, matter has a
lower~more slow vibration, but everything vibrates. Even our physical body has an
energy field (aura), that is the source of matter & thus influences matter (from our
point of view it even creates matter).
By starting with the energy field of matter (the origin), one has the chance to have an
impact on matter and to change it.
Example: A molecule of lead in the water. Even if you extract it by filtering, the
information of lead remains within the water and permeates the body. But if the
harmful information is erased, respectively transcribed from the molecule of lead, the
molecule becomes an empty shell…
You can recognize the energized water by a build up of generating pearls~clusters
(depending on the location and the present energy field) within a few hours up to
several months, even if the water does not actually touch the IWES bar itself.
This water-energizing~programming gives the cells of the body the chance to reprogram themselves (we consist of more than 70% of water). Hence all cells receive
the „primordial energy“ that they truly need.
The IWES-system consists of an approximately 15 cm long, thumb thick bar,
which is filled with specifically treated crystals, by months-long groundwork. Crystals
have the characteristic to save information (like computers = silicium crystals/chips,
that save the information).
The saving~programming~charging is done by Jenny Solaria herself. Thus you only
have to fix the bar in direction of water flow to the water pipe as following.
To install the IWES-bar you fix it according to the labeled direction of water flow
from the outside on the water pipe (with clear tape or white cable tie), the whole
length has to lie against the pipe directly.
Alternatively you can also use the shower tube if you are living in a flat (wrap the
IWES safe from water!!!). We recommend a minimum of 0,5 m length of tube behind
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the IWES~bar. Only like this the right-spin can build up. Our energizing systems for
the highest dimensions are hand-made and sealed.

!

All energy bars are sealed and are self-sustainable in their recharge process after
delivery. As long as the electromagnetic field of the earth exists, the crystals keep
recharging themselves.
IWES = energetic CRYSTALWATER-system for the
water pipe, serves the increasing of the energetic
frequency within a radius of up to 500m & clears the
chakras in the highest dimensions up to the 24th
dimension (photo on the left shows a clear pearling in the
bottle after the use of IWES for several months).

!
!
!
!

HARES = HouseClearingEnergizingSystem, harmonizer,
ghostbuster, eliminating interference from black magic, dark souls, astral beings,
curses, tectonic destructions of the earth, underground watercourses etc. &
harmonizes present vibrations of flurry & interfering fields within a radius of 100m
(has to be placed in the centre of the house with the arrow pointing upwards)
STROMES = energetic electricity-neutralizing-system, evens out all polarities within
a radius of 100m, releases electric smog, energizes the electric power, cleanses the
electric power and frees it from all programmings (to be installed in direction of flow
of the incoming power supply line from the outside with tape or placed inside the fuse
box in upright position)
PERSONES = Your personal energizing system (Transformator) has to be carried
on the body. It is programmed to your soul frequency incl. a personal programming if
you so desire (particularly beneficial in healing processes). It provides protection
outside of the house. It transforms all polarized energy (black magic, deceased ones,
extraterrestrial beings, curses, fungi, parasites, energy vampires etc.), resets the cell
water of the carrier back into it´s primordial condition, cleanses clothing
energetically, activates heart energy and takes effect in harmonization of your
awareness in your daily routine. With your order declaration of
all your names, date and place of birth is required.

!

MOBILES

This free energy system is handmade thoroughly by the
International center for soul nutrition like all other systems. It
consists of 1 energy bar, wrapped with a copper spiral and is
desinged for attachment to the car´s glass pane with the tip of
the spiral pointing upwards. Attach as upright as possible with
a suction cup, keep safe from humidity.
MOBILES has been developed with the intention of being able to drive your car more
relaxed and protected energetically. A lot of electromagnetic pollution is generated
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while driving a car, which stresses the balance of our energy system tremendously.
This is due to our body´s own energy field being a co-current flow, which can be
disturbed by alternating currents. This can lead to exhaustion quickly. Also the
nuclear radiation on the earth is higher than ever before. Thus one is afflicted much
more by driving a car for kilometers than by walking. Besides energy remains in it´s
place for a long time, hence when driving a car you pass through masses of people
with all kinds of energy fields, which possibly charge themselves from your energy or
get attached to you. From long distance driving, one falls into the alpha-status,
recognizable by tiredness and exhaustion. Our subconsciousness can now be
reprogrammed more easily and an opening of the programmings can result from
HAARP or ELF-waves. Mobiles protects from this subconscious programming.
Because all energy systems made by InLiNa activate dimensional gateways, we can
implement a change of the morphogenetic fields by car-driving. Nonduality gets
activated and becomes operant on the streets sustainably, a lasting brush for the
streets. The Bovis-units, which can be achieved by the installation of MOBILES add
up to several millions, that will increase dynamically with the raising frequency of the
earth. The impact of these highly energetic MOBILES-systems reaches to a radius of
more than 1 km:
- reduce of fuel consumption
- harmonization of the car journey, stabilization of the car occupant´s frequencies
- dissolving of artificial grey cloud covers to some extent (caused by chemtrails)
- transformation of WiFi~ELF-waves~mobile phone radiation through raise of
frequency
- neutralization of HAARP-waves. HAARP information gets partially transformed/
overlaid with a high frequency field of force
- energetic clearing of streets, dissolving of fragments of foreign souls on the streets
- shielding of black magic, cleansing of the astral plane, sealing
- Equalizing of all electric, magnetic, electromagnetic, gravitational, electrogravitational polarities, right-spinning energetic cleansing of matter
- reduction of nuclear activity within a radius of up to 1 km

!
BLITZI
BLITZI has been developed with the intention to be freed from chemtrails and their
enormous strain for our health. Chemtrails are spreading aluminiumhydroxide, salts
of barium, strontium, freeze-dried DNA, streptococcuses, nano-particles(with varying
fillings) and even radioactive materials into our athmosphere and environment since
the 90s. Therefore the sole dissolution of the condensation trails would not be
sufficient. Also the soil, houses, plants etc have to be freed from this pollution
sustainably and they have to get energized. Therefore BLITZI has a compendium of
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tasks and also sets free energetically also contaminated areas. It consists of 5 single
systems.
The Bovis-units (BE), that can be achieved by installing BLITZI-systems, add up to
several million BE, and they will dynamically increase with the permanent raise of
the earth´s frequency. These highly energetic systems have an impact within a radius
of more than 10km:
- dissolution of artificial grey cloud covers caused by chemtrails
- neutralisation of WiFi radiation, ELF-waves, Mobile phone radiation
strains from satellite dishes by elevation of vibration in the area
- neutralization of HAARP waves, HAARP information gets converted through
development of a highly energetic force filed
(high vibrations overlay low vibrations)
- opening of a dimensional gateway into the 24th dimension, non-duality
- energetic house- and garden-clearing, liberation of unwanted spirits in the house
- dissolution of grave energies (mass graves, graveyards), liberation of the earthbound souls
- shielding of black magic
- clearing of the astral plane, sealing of the astral grid, which prevents recharging of
lower astral beings, change of resonance
- harmonization of underground watercourses, earth slips, geopathic fields of
disturbance get transformed
- harmonization of magnetic grids, Curry grids, Hartmann etc.
- equalization of all electric, magnetic, electromagnetic, gravitational,
electrogravitational polarities
- right-spinning, energetic clearing of matter
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IWES
(multi~interdimensional water-energizing for the requirement of a house of up to
400 m² of living space)

!
Advice for correct installation

!
• Please attach the system, if possible in upright position and the arrow pointing
in direction of water flow, directly onto the water pipe behind the water meter.
Therefore simple clear tape or white/ clear cable tie is sufficient.
Generally all other space & water energizing systems, larger
crystals, symbols (like the flower of life for example) have to be
removed from the house.
• In a flat we recommend to place the system to the beginning of the shower
tube. It has to be wrapped several times with clear foil with no advertising to
make it waterproof. Like this the water can still run through the tube for about
0,5m after passing the system and thus generate the right spin. Installation
beneath the sink in the kitchen is not advisable (water does not have enough
way and most people store their waste or chemicals there)
• Please remove all sieves from the armature, because they cut the water. In case
of strong calcification buy new armatures/ shower-heads.
• Please hand-wash your glasses, without dishwashing liquid. The remaining
chemicals erase almost all energizing~pearling.
• After installation TEST PEARLING. Therefore fill a few thin glasses with the
water and leave them open for about 1-2 hours. You should find a good amount
of pearls in the glass, quite often very small ones. Sometimes only after leaving
the glasses overnight.
• All dishes can block energetically because of the formerly used chemicals for
cleaning, therefore it can happen that the result can only be seen after several
weeks, when the water has reprogrammed this matter.
• IWES cleans all pipes. Also chalk can be refined to calcium. One could think it
is an increase of chalk debris (but these can only be removed using strong
aggressive chemicals)
• IWES refines the crystal structure of the elements within the water, which
should finally result in soft and sweet water after max. 6 months. Due to the
cyclical raise of earth frequency it can happen that also IWES pearls
periodically (one day more/ another day less or sometimes not at all)
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• If you don´t find pearling in 1-2 subsequent weeks in several thin glasses,
please write an email including the address of installation of the system. We
will check the location energetically and activate a recharging of IWES from
the distance if indicated.

IWES
(Water energizing for a house of up to 400 m2 of living space)

!
Experiences with IWES water
!

The water „bubbles“ (generating of clusters in the water) on very comfortably on the
back while having a bath, afterwards one is refreshed, relaxed and energized…

!
My skin is much more tender than it was already before using IWES.
!
The hands and even the palms feel quite soft.
!

The contact with the water while washing dishes, hands or face… is very soft and
pleasant. The water runs down from the dishes faster.

!

The bathtub had no mark after the use of brown shampoo and brown hair mask
(which had always left a mark).

!

Also cleaning of the basin, the walls of the shower is much easier - without the use of
chemicals.

!

Cleaning mirrors and windows: when stripping off the water the rubber slides very
easily over the smooth surfaces and without leaving stripes! Previously it always
jerked and left stripes.

!

Soft and old carrots became crisp and fruit sweeter after soaking (approximately 1h).
There is no need to use sugar anymore (tested on strawberries, raspberries and
blueberries). Everything is lovely reprogrammed into divine order (all food should be
soaked in IWES water in the sink for about 60 mins before consumption).

!
Drinking the water is easy, one goes to toilet more often.
!
The air in the house is clearer and more pleasant, even after long journeys.
!

The laundry dries faster on the rack and there is no need for fabric softener, the
colors are fresh and firm, dark energies that had been attached to the clothes are
removed.

!

The water gets absorbed into the skin immediately and one does not need a towel
anymore (like in sacred wells, it dries magically and moisturizes the skin).

!
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Generating of limescale is visible, because calcium carbonate is in the water, but it
can be wiped away more easily, removable like sand by light rubbing.

!

It is more easy to remove also the encrustation in frying pans, quite often just by
soaking the pan in IWES water.

!

A bath of at least 30 mins in IWES water clears all chakras, relieves of headaches and
raises the awareness of life. Dipping into the water completely drives off negative
energies and thoughts… etc…

!

Also pets (dogs, cats, horses) love this water excessively…
.
After several months also the cellar rooms have a more pleasant atmosphere

!
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Soul frequency globuli
saved in practical globuli...
With your personal soul frequency Globulin
you are perfectly equipped for sensitive
moments & tests of your every day life, which
could blow you away!
Of course your saved soul frequency also
supports you to find your way through life &
much more…
The impact is tremendous & lasts for quite
some time (approximately 48hours). Take
your personal soul globule according to your
feeling, as soon as you feel a wish to get
centered again (max. 3 per day). You can
either take them directly or dissolve them in a
glass of water and drink them (faster/ more
intense effect). Please have a short relaxation break or meditation break
after intake, so that the effect of your soul frequency globuli can take place
fully… Because it is your own personal frequency & vibration and produces
a tone, the effect of your soul frequency globuli is interdimensional &
multidimensional. This means on all levels of YOUR BEING. Very soon you
will notice big shifts if you focus your awareness… you will feel more
centered and stabilized.
We are ready to make your own personal soul frequency globuli with
pleasure. This requires a bit of time, your name (all given names and your
family name), your birthday and place of birth.

!

PERSONAL REGENERATION GLOBULI (vegan)
to support the re-establishment of your self-healing power
These are manufactured personally and tuned by Jenny Solaria. The indication of
your ailment, discomfort, illness or life´s issue is required, for example reoccurring
throat chakra issues (sore throat), problems with gums, skin affections, personal
issues, chronic troubles with health and wellbeing of any kind…

!

Intake as indicated for soul frequency globuli.

We point out that our products are only recommendations & they work energetically, through information.
They do not substitute a visit to the doctor or naturopath!
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Energetic being of oneness

!

In the past many thousands of years the power of symbols has been used deliberately
for the optimal flow of energy. On the hole earth in all cultures… The original
Energetic being of oneness (unpolarized as human being) was known as the „atlantis
cross“ after it´s polarization. The old egyptian worked with it as the „inheritors of a
secret knowledge“. Through the „dark age“ more energetic change has been applied:
Energetic being of oneness (unpolarized, neutralizes all energies) —> Atlantis
cross
(with polarization it was possible to kill and reanimate human beings) —> Ankh
(legs together, black magic has been performed and it was brought amongst people as
a pretended positive key
(only priests used it for themselves) —> Christ cross (also head had gone) humans
lost their connection to spiritual knowledge & guidance.
With the knowledge & the high frequencies of the new era we now have the chance to
re-discover the ancient knowledge within ourselves & to use it for our development.
For the carrier the energetic being of oneness, as a neutral amplifier of energy, causes
a tremendous increase of his own existing energies. Activation of the heart chakra
and thus highest protection of his own energy field. The heart chakra is the neutral
chakra, it is always bound to balance all disharmonies of the other chakras. When it is
blocked or contains implants, it can result in disease & imbalances. The energetic
being of oneness re-acitvates the heart chakra. After 20.12.2012 (beginning of the
change of poles on the earth) the energetic being of oneness has been readjusted to
the energies of the new era & is now manufactured without any polarity, hence
without positive and negative side. This means, that now everyone can work wit
neutrality and handle it. The energetic effect is simple, protecting & soothing. One is
mostly stabilized within one´s center when wearing this symbol of protection on the
body & if one has recharged it with neutrality. One could also say it is a carrier of free
energy, that we have in the universe more than 95%, so far without being able to
make use of it.
The energetic being of oneness has an enormous energetic force. Up to 2 million
Bovis-units have been measured (energetic being of oneness gold plated, big). The
energy that it absorb is immediately neutralized. Therefore almost a MUST for
healers. His body can fill itself with new energies after a treatment, which results in a
much faster raise of his own frequency & therefore he is cleansed and protected…

!

Of all tools known so far, the energetic being of oneness provides the highest level of
protection that can be imagined in this highly polarized world. It builds up a neutral
energy field, which strengthens & reinforces the contact with your highest levels of
being. Through this an intensification of all your ethereally skills can take place. The
energetic being of oneness made of pure silver is for the protection of your physical
body, the gold-coated ones are serving for the energetic bodies and open these. Ideal
for the intensification of your energetic work.
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All energetic beings of oneness are cleansed, charged with neutrality and sealed
before dispatching by Jenny Solaria. With the big gold-coated ones you will receive a
short instruction of how to work with them and cleanse them.

!

Your very personal

SoulGuardianCrystal

!
This very powerful and effective ring of crystal with a
diameter of 3 cm is a very particular tool of protection
for your soul within the body.
Carried in the right place (Thymus chakra), it activates
the entry canal and seat of your soul. One could say, it
sends your own innate soul frequency into all your
chakras and thus into your consciousness on all levels.
Potential adhering beings or entities, that have
nourished themselves of your energy field, are
disturbed continuously and made incapable of action with a very high frequency.
They become ensouled with love & gratitude through your eternal and infinite
consciousness. Through this you get a Strong protection for all your chakras and can
live your life´s purpose with more determination. This crystal amplifies your feelings
and the voice of your soul. This voice only speaks to you through intuition, because it
vibrates in a frequency that is beyond polarity of any kind. Start trusting your feelings
and yourself deep within through carrying this soul guardian. Your soul will thereby
feel at home within you again, you will simply feel more at HOME.
Of course this crystal is not supposed to be touched by anyone apart from yourself. It
can be placed in the sun or put into IWES-water when you have the feeling it gets dim
and all that it has taken off you gets neutralized. The crystal connects with your
energy field and the frequency of your soul will be activated when you wear it. You
could imagine a very bright ray of light pouring out of the crystal, which builds up a
kind of protecting shell around your aura. The SoulGuardian Crystal is also highy
recommended for children or enfeebled persons, because their aura is not completely
closed and gets strengthened again by wearing the SoulGuardian. Also all cells on all
levels get the information and keep on radiating your soul frequency into their
environment, the chakras even after wearing the crystal.
Because it is your personal frequency & vibration which produces a tone, the effect of
the SoulGuardian is interdimensional & multidimensional, this means on all levels of
YOUR BEING. When you set your awareness to it, you will soon notice bigger
changes… With great pleasure we manufacture your own personal SoulGuardian
Crystal for you. This requires a bit of time, your name (all given names and your
family name), your birthday and place of birth. For ordering information and current
prices see actual price list…

!

Jenny Solaria´s CD range
Vol. 1 Become one with your body, mind & soul
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!
Our mind knows different states of awareness. The waking state is known as betastate (15-30 Hz). The alpha-state (8-14 Hz) however is a state of relaxed alertness.
During the trance - deep relaxation the eyes are closed & mental images are created. I
speak with my trance-voice, directly from my soul - in pure love.
Because in deeper states of awareness we have direct access to our subconscious
mind, we can anchor this pure love within us successfully. When we have reached a
state of trance - deep relaxation, we can invoke images & feelings, that can be
anchored newly. The stronger the identifictaion with these images & feelings, the
deeper they can get anchored. One´s own changes of awareness that are achieved
through the trance - deep relaxation start having effects in the subconscious mind
right away. Outside changes will become visible when the intensity exceeds the old
existing beliefs & thereby transforms them. I invite you sincerely to a journey into
your heart.

!
Vol. 2 Open yourself for the infinity within you

!

!
Let yourself be guided silently through the depth of your own primary energy by a
live-channeling. Jenny Solaria walks you through your true being in trance by a short
meditation with a very high frequency. Make use of the tools of the new era, as for
example daily ONENESs~breathing. It is a wonderful support to free your primary
energy from polarized energies and it´s effects. Learn to use the
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ONENESs~breathing also on your own as recommended by Jenny Solaria in her 3
day soul nutrition seminars. This CD is a preparation & intensification of energies for
the new 5th dimensional era in the human body.

!

Instruction for ONENESS~breathing:
We put our tongue to the palate and visualize a bright light from within a ball above
the head down into the belly. With exhalation put down your tongue and direct the
stream of light down into your feet and back through the aura into the ball of light!

!

We start with 7 cycles:
1. cycle: inhale (7) – hold the breath (1) – exhale (7) - hold the breath (1) –
2. cycle: inhale (7) – hold the breath (1) – exhale (7) - hold the breath (1) –
3. cycle: inhale (7) – hold the breath (1) – exhale (7) - hold the breath (1) –
4. cycle: inhale (7) – hold the breath (1) – exhale (7) - hold the breath (1) – and so on.

!

Now we complete the breathing cycle to 14 breaths:
During the next 7 cycles we form mudras with our fingers and visualizebright light
only through the Prana channel.
We start with putting the thumb and the tip of index finger of each hand together…
then tip of middle finger + thumb…etc. until we come back to the index finger with
the breath:
8. cycle: inhale (7) – hold the breath (7) – exhale (7) - hold the breath (1) –
9. cycle: inhale (7) – hold the breath (7) – exhale (7) - hold the breath (1) –
10. cycle: inhale (7) – hold the breath (7) – exhale (7) - hold the breath (1) –
11. cycle: inhale (7) – hold the breath (7) – exhale (7) - hold the breath (1) – and so
on.

!

With the 15. breath we put all our fingers together to a mudra. Thumb + indexfinger
+ middle finger etc. are put together. During inhalation we visualize how golden +
bright light streams into the Prana channel from above and below at the same time
(like lightenings). During exhalation we bundle this light to a ball in the solar plexus.
This gets bigger and bigger with every ehalation… During the 16th breath we lift this
golden ball of light with a long inhalation up into our heart chakra and then exhale
until this light enwraps our complete body. The stream of energy has been released
now for at least 48 hours. This breathing technique will be explained in more detail in
the soul nutrition seminars.

!

!

Vol. 3 Find the primordial love within yourself

!
!
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!

!
!
!

Let yourself be guided silently through the depth of your own divinity by a livechanneling. Jenny Solaria leads you in Trance through your hole being in a few short
meditations with a very high frequency. The planetary journey clears all your chakras
down into the deepest dimensions. This interdimensional journey is very profound
for your consciousness.

!

A quite special highlight is the transmission of your soul frequency, which can lead to
an intense mergence with your primary frequency~energy when listened to the
meditation regularly. Alongside this Jenny Solaria kann channel your soul frequency
for you and transmit it to your own personal soul globuli. Make use of this CD as a
preparation and intensification for the upcoming energies of the new 5 dimensional
era in the human body.

!

Jenny Solaria´s CDs are just one of many tools and you are welcome to read up on
the other channeled products.
Experience yourself in your own infinite wideness and let yourself float with Jenny
Solaria´s affectionate trance voice. She leads you high-energetically and gently into
the deepest & highest levels of your being.
Your consciousness can liberate itself wonderfully of the mental reality with these
high-frequency clearing meditations. Feel how your heart and soul open up and you
are guided caringly into your primary frequency.

!

Jenny Solaria recommends to listen to the complete CD at once, because the high
energies can be released within you more intensely and an inter~ & multidimensional
reprogramming can begin.
You can make a very intense experience, if you listen to the CD at least once daily for
7 weeks.

!

Vol 4. Self-empowerment

!
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This CD only contains intentions to help you to
empower yourself. Jenny Solaria has created
this CD for all participants of the seminars
„spiritual-emotional healing“ („Re-activating the
power of self healing in the 5th dimension“) &
„soul nutrition within 3 days“.

!

As also in her seminars she speaks the
intentions & afterwards you can speak out the
intentions loudly for yourself. Also make use of
this CD to become more confident in handling of
intentions of the new era.

!

We recommend to speak these intentions daily
for at least one month. You will feel how
everything gets implemented more & more and how you obtain more freedom in the
process of your self-empowerment.

!

Fittingly with CD Vol. 4 & 5 for all graduates of the spiritual emotional healing (part
III) we have the booklet I with more intensive intentions.

!
!
!
!
!!

Vol. 5 Intentions for our ONENESS

!

!

This CD contains a meditation for spinal
alignment as well as intentions to help out earth
and our Oneness. Jenny Solaria has created this
CD for all participants of the seminars „spiritualemotional healing“ („Re-activating the power of
self healing in the 5th dimension“) & „soul
nutrition within 3 days“.

!

As also in her seminars she speaks the intentions
& afterwards you can speak out the intentions
loudly for yourself. Also make use of this CD to
become more confident in handling of intentions
of the new era.

!

We recommend to speak these intentions daily for at least one month. You will feel
how everything implements more & more and how you obtain more freedom in the
process of your self-empowerment. It is also advisable to phrase & speak your own
intentions more and more.
Fittingly with CD Vol. 4 & 5 for all graduates of the spiritual emotional healing (part
III) we have the booklet I with more intensive intentions.

!
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!
!
!
Source of primordial consciousness

!

!

When you go to bed at night and you feel you need to be recharged with energy, then
you can ask the source of primordial consciouness for it. It is capable of charging you
and your body with the consciousness of the source, replenish you and even
communicate with you.
You just have to address your intention to it, to reconnect you with the Source of
primordial consciousness on all levels and to recharge you there and it will happen. It
is kind of a gateway to the primary soul and can only perform this kind of work for
you.
This crystal source has agreed to build up a force field for your personal astral body to
support you and our ONENESS. It gets programmed by Jenny Solaria with your 13
string DNA/ RNA and therefore with your blueprint as well as with the primary
matrix of our consciousness. These crystals are in part more than 200.000 years old
and can feed back our DNA, respectively remind it through waves of frequency.
These crystals get unblocked, charged, cleansed and sealed by Jenny Solaria before
they are capable of back coupling.

!

If you put this source on your bedside table at night it affects your DNA as follows:
- protection from spacecrafts~kidnapping of the astral body through raise of
frequency
- closing down of all negative channels of your astral body, protective sphere of 100m
- recreation of your astral body on all levels of your being
- releasing of curses from your DNA/ RNA
- erasing of many astral implants, programmings, black magical chips
- activation of your pirmary 13 string DNA and more
- uniting of your masculine and feminine energy bodies on the astral level
- harmonization of all your chakras, activation of your chakras
- resequenced photons (matrix holograms) are neutralized within in the area of
sleeping
- creation of a highly energetic force filed, interference elimination of grids in the area
of sleeping
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- cleansing of the pineal gland over night, charging of the pineal
gland & spleen chakras
- retrieving of your energy bodies
- overlaying of leylines, protection from negative astral journeys/
dreams etc.
- unblocking of your spine
- cleansing of negative astral portals in your DNA/ RNA etc.
There is one thing you are not supposed to do at all, which is touching it with your
hand! It always has to be wrapped in a peace of cotton or linen cloth during
transportation.

!

soul nutrition process within 3 days
(Light nutrition)

!

Seminar facilitator: Jenny Solaria

The framework of this highly vibrational seminar has been channeled by Jenny
Solaria in 2011, because the soul nutrition process is very important for the current
era! The contents of the seminar is adjusted to the particularly gathered group by
actual live channelings within the group.
Adapted to the current energy, the soul nutrition process can be implemented within
72 hours only (formerly 21 days). We recommend drinking lots of energized water.
One learns particular breathing techniques, during the 3 days the cells will be
brought back into oneness in the collective consciousness & thus adapted to the
constantly rising frequency of the earth. The nervy bodies will be cleansed, the chakra
frequency gets stabilized, an opening of the heart takes place (as far as each
participant allows)…
After 72 hours you will be capable to abstain from all food independently, but you
can also return to normal eating~nibbling. Some participants nourish themselves
80% or 90% of primordial love~free energy after the seminar, others started eating
again for the first time self-empowered after 21 days - depending on the current
status of development of one´s consciousness, different „goals“ are possible. Every
participant can decide this according to his feeling.
After the seminar every participant is capable of going through this process or
continuing on his own at home by application of the learned.
During these 3 days you will drink energized water, but you won´t eat a single bite!
❖ Please hand over the seminar fee on the first day in cash (begins 10 am/
finishes 5 pm) and you will receive the lecture notes
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!

❖ Please wear light coloured, better white clothes during the 3 days of the
seminar
❖ It is prohibited to bring crystals, gem stones or to record the seminars as well
as taking pictures of the participants

!
Most important is your own preparation:
!

As soon as you have decided with your registration to change your way of eating ,
your soul starts to prepare you (unity of thinking, speech & deed).
This means you will most likely have less appetite and the body begins to cleanse
itself, especially 3 - 4 days bevor the seminar starts. We recommend a cure with
black walnut or MMS~CDS approximately 2 weeks before the course starts to
eliminate energetic parasites, also a hydro-colonic treatment is very beneficial! Please
follow your feelings more and more especially in these days of preparation. Avoid
whatever does not feel good & what is not beneficial for you. You are entering into the
energy field of Jenny Solaria & thus you a profound energetic preparation & possibly
also testings.

!
Please bear in mind after registration:
!
-! 3 days before the seminar starts your diet should be changed latest into vegan.
- 2 days before the course the intestine should be emptied (several enemas &
vor

Darmgold, MMS~CDS als ChlorVerbindung o.a.). Drink only still water and eat only
carbohydrates
- 1 day before the seminar starts you should eat only carbohydrates until 5 pm, no
more intake of food after that. The intestine should be emptied as far as possible
(otherwise another enema).

!
!

For all days before the seminar we recommend to drink only still, alive water. Abstain
from coffee, tea, alcohol & other luxury foods and stimulants!!! Please do not use any
cosmetics, creams or toothpaste during the 72 hours of the course. Otherwise it ends
up in metabolism. Only healing earth for external use is tolerated if necessary.

!
Seminar-infos
!
- The seminar starts at 10 am and finishes at 5 pm, on the last day timing may
vary
(9 am until 4 pm)
!
- Payment in cash on the first day. Energized water is available sufficiently &
-

!
!

-

free of charge. You will get lecture notes, please bring only writing material.
It is recommended to bring sufficient warm & comfortable, light-colored/
white clothing, particularly socks!!! Furthermore it is recommended to stay
overnight at the venue or nearby, to stay within the energy field of the group
Soul nutrition seminars outside of the center InLiNa in Hungary are organized
by the local centers/ organizers. Here you can get information about
availability of places in the seminar, traveling instructions, accommodation…If
you are interested we will send you an email with the contact details.
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!

❖ We ask all participants with a regular medication for previous notification
❖ The binding registration is made exclusively in written form by email with our
registration form (print, sign, scan or photograph)
Cancellation fee (50%) is accepted with the binding registration
In case of cancellation 50% of the course fee will be invoiced, because with the
binding registration you will receive energetic preparation by Jenny Solaria for
your process & therefore energetic balance is required.
short information about the soul nutrition process:
In these 3 days all basic principles & knowledge is taught to enable you to convert
to soul nutrition independently afterwards. Huge spiritual knowledge is
transmitted, which advances the development of consciousness enormously. The
cells of the body are getting reprogrammed, the frequency of the cells increases
noticeably, breath of oneness is learned & the heart opens again (as far as each
individual allows). Strong clearing of the energetic bodies take place. After this
seminar this process does not stop though, it rather begins (the end of the
seminar is the beginning of your own process of awareness). Now all participants
go back into their own energetic environment. And this is real practical test. After
the course you can eat anytime (vegan, other foods are mostly refused by the body
itself through nausea) and/ or go back to soul nutrition. Most participants are
then 50-80% on soul nutrition. Almost all participants abstain from all food for a
week after the first 3-day process, others for a month and a few for several month.
Also 70 year old participants have managed without food for 8 weeks. Eyes
(cataracts) have become much healthier throughout the process, skin & vitality
improves, all parasites can leave the body and the biological flora of the gut gets
regenerated to the greatest extent (just a few examples)

If you have the feeling to go through this process, it is
already the right time for you to sign up. Your soul is already
appointed with you.
We are looking forward to meeting you, see you soon.☺

!

Dimension leap seminars
Back into your soul! Every seminar is entirely about finding yourself again and feeling
who you really are, no matter where you are at and whether you have already done
spiritual workshops. It is about making a true dimension leap within yourself!
The seminars consist of a kind of group process i.e. workshop, in which every
participant will be met wherever he is right now and the whole group works out the
dimension leap together. Any open questions will be answered and thus every
dimension leap seminar will be unique and individually designed for it́s participants.
Depending on the issues and consciousness of the participants the topics may access
the contents of all other seminars as well as current issues of society. So every
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participation on a course will be a consciousness expanding adventure with new
insights and perspectives all along. Open yourself for your infiniteness and surrender
to everything that may be... Find the primordial love within you and let yourself be
touched deeply in your soul... Profound moments are lying ahead of you NOW!
After your binding registration for a course you should decide self-empowered to
which extent you already want to apply the following ideal premises to your everyday
life: vegan diet, salt-free, caffeine-free, alcohol-free, perfume-free, raw food-free, no
jewellery, cosmetics-free, nicotine- and drug- free, free from medication, lightcolored or white clothing, IWES-water for physical cleansing and preparation... the
daily energetic clearing with intentions (CD) from Jenny Solaria is recommended.
LIVING IN THE 5th DIMENSION*
Prepare yourself in all your bodies and levels of consciousness for the next dimension
in your life.
1st day: basic knowledge of the 3.D.Matrix, hologram earth, causes of your
incarnation
2nd day: basics 4.D. Matrix, dimensions, duality-nonduality, knowledge of the next
dimension
3rd day: aura-reading, fear-dissolution, soul-reconnection and escape from 3.D. and
4.D.Matrix by deep-relaxation, merging of the soul on all levels of consciousness
RELATIONSHIP IN THE 5th DIMENSION*
1st day: relationship patterns of the 3.D., structure of the matrix of society, Egodissolution, clearing and detachment of 3.D. bonds
2nd day: development of relationship in the 5.D., dissolution of family ties, merging
of your female and male parts of the soul, individual channeling of the ideal qualities
of your partner and initial support for your current living situation
REACTIVATING THE POWER OF SELF-HEALING IN THE 5th DIMENSION*
1st day: basics of spiritual emotional healing, soul space, zero space
2nd day: basic knowledge and work on the energetic bodies, work with clients,
application into practice, working instructions and work with the energetic being of
oneness
3rd day: sophistication of the basics, dissolution of black magic, curses, occupations,
energetic house clearing
RE-ESTABLISHING COMMUNICATION WITH THE SOUL*
1st day: activating the breath of the soul, learning to channel energy fields, fields of
consciousness and energetic bodies within yourself, interpretation of dreams
2nd day: strengthening and increasing communication with the soul, receiving
messages from the soul and creating soul pictures, training of client work through
analysis of life circumstances and channeling
RE-ESTABLISHING SOUL NUTRITION*
1st day: supervised conversion to soul nutrition, basics and pathfinding for the
complete return to oneness within yourself
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2nd day: clearing of 3.D. programmings, DNA-activation, spinal alignment
3rd day: preparations for daily life, stabilization of your energy bodies and
strengthening awareness
VOCATION IN THE 5th DIMENSION*
1st day: individual channeling from oneness, messages of your derivation,
imprintings of your energy bodies, channeling of your professional skills and current
situation
2nd day: expansion of your vocation by working through your further professional
development, creating individual professions of the 5.D. and getting ready to start
LIVING SPACE HARMONIZATION IN THE 5th DIMENSION*
1st day: basics of energy flow, tips for harmonization, advice for decoration,
optimizing living and sleeping spaces, detecting areas of interference and analyzing
solutions and ways of potential house clearing
2nd day: optimizing garden and surroundings, personal home channeling,
harmonization of surroundings, advice and tips for harmonic environment
for both days sufficient photographic material of garden, house, every room, niches,
attic, basement... etc. is required
*The workshops will be held in German to allow Jenny to fully focus on speaking
from her soul and it will be translated into English.
Status 2016~01

one year~training
„spiritual master of the new consciousness“
www.InL111

In our training you find the way to your self.
You learn to trust yourself again and to follow your inner voice.
We are convinced that no healing method of anyone else can become your own
healing method. You can find healing only within yourself. Therefore the whole
training becomes a path for you, back into your own primary energy.

!
!
!
!
contents of the training
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-

spiritual ~ emotional healing

-

preparation for the 5. dimension

-

activation of the 5 dimensional body

-

connection and melting within yourself

-

cleansing of the energy body through awareness

-

advice for realization, supporting tools, exercises for every day
- practical tips and instructions, self-empowerment
- raise of consciousness through weekly exercises by email
-

20% discount on all seminars

Participantion in the seminars is not compulsory, but recommended, because the
exercises can be an deepened within the group

Energetic balancing is carried out by monthly payment of 98,00 EUR or in
one amount (1128,00 EUR) at the beginning of the training.

!
!
Registration form
Herewith I register myself bindingly for the training:
„spiritual master of the new consciousness“
please fill in with block letters

first & surname

_______________________________

street & no.

_______________________________

!
!

country~postcode & town

_______________________________

phone- & mobile number

_______________________________

email

________________________________
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Monthly
energy is
and has to
account by
each
latest
statement
The weekly tasks will mostly be sent by Monday night.

balance of
98,-€ pp
be on our
the 10th of
month
(account
as receipt).

Following agreements are accepted mutually to ensure participation is secured & binding:

Beginning of the training is only possible at the beginning of each month.
Termination of the contract has to be made in written form and is possible at the end
of each quarter of a year. Cancellation made after the end of a quarter are then
possible for the end of the next quarter (inbound of email or date stamp on letter).
Beginning of the training is the 1st of the following month after signing the contract.
With mutual agreement backdated beginning is also possible. With confirmation
email you will receive the account details. We recommend to arrange a standing
order. Delayed incoming payments can lead to a delinquency procedure and in case
of repetition to cancellation without previous notice from our side.
20% discount on all seminars. Seminars are not compulsory for the training, but have
a supportive and deepening effect for the process of awareness.
I accept the conditions for participation with my signature.
I am aware, that participation in the training requires a normal physical & psychical resilience and it
does not replace a diagnosis, treatment or consultation of a doctor or naturopath.

!

place, date

!
!

signature

!
!
Course Registration Form

Herewith I register myself bindingly for the following course:
Course title(s):
Location of the course:

Date:

Surname:

First name:
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!

!

!

Country/ Postcode/ Town:

Street and no.:

Phone:

Email:

The course fee does not include accommodation or food. IWES-energized water will
be provided during the course. Duration of the course is from 10 am until 5 pm.
Please come only in white or light-colored clothing.
Course fee of _______ (currency) ___ has to be balanced in cash at the beginning of
the course.
The following conditions apply in case of cancellation: 50% of the course fee
become due after your binding registration if the course is not attended.
I confirm that I understand that participation in the course requires a regular mental
and psychical resilience and participation does not replace a diagnosis, treatment or
consultation of a doctor or an alternative practitioner and that I remain fully selfresponsible for my well-being (physically, emotionally, mentally as well as
spiritually). I also confirm, that I am not a reptiloid, insectoid or hybrid-like entity.
Please sign, scan or photograph the registration form and send the
picture to tinkerfairy@mail.de
If you have any questions, please contact: Kristina Baumann,
mail: tinkerfairy@mail.de or phone +49-151-22727100 (I will ring you back)

!
date and signature of participant

catalogue of products for the souls of the new earth

!
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InLiNa
International center for soul nutrition and
independence camp

!
office 0049 163 680 88 91
mail Info@InLiNa.eu
www.InLiNa.eu

!

!
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